
Ard Rí
Reference Sheet: Rules

The Basic Round:
1. Spring 

 Play Cattle (numbered) cards from 
any one suit into your Cattle Field.

Bealtaine 
 Some special abilities take effect here.

2. Summer 
 Play any number of  Noble Warriors 
face-down into your Roundhouse.

3. Autumn 
 Draw cards. First player draws one, 
second two, etc. You may draw either 
from the Draw-Deck or from the Wil-
derness (if  there are any Noble Warriors 
there) but not from both. 

Samhain

 Discard 5pts. of  cattle per War-
rior in your Roundhouse. You may 
send any number of  unproven War-
riors into the Wilderness instead of  
sacrificing for them. You draw two 
cards for each Noble Warrior sent 
to the Wilderness.

4. Winter 
You may take one action: Hunt, go on 
a Raid, or enforce Céilsine.

4a. Hunting
You may draw three cards from the Draw-Deck. You may 
choose to send any number of  proven Warriors on the Hunt, 
drawing an extra card per Warrior sent, but these Warriors 
must remain in the Marches until the end of  Winter.

4b. Raiding
Attack: Select the Warriors undertaking the raid and the 
player(s) they are targeting. These Warriors move into the 
Marches and become proven (turned face-up) if  they are not 
already.

Defence: The defending player selects any defending War-
riors and assigns them to attacking Warriors. Only one 
defender may be assigned to a single attacker unless a special 
ability allows otherwise. These defenders are moved into the 
Marches and any attackers that are thus opposed are now 
considered blocked.

Combat: Kings kill Queens. Queens kill Jacks. Ties kill both 
cards and any card so killed are sent to the Otherworld.

Any unblocked Warriors will take either 1) all Cattle of  their 
matching suit OR 2) one card of  any other suit.

Surviving Warriors and any stolen Cattle remain in the 
Marches until the end of  Winter.

4c. Céilsine
In order to win the game, players must enforce client-
ship on two other opponents (one in a 2-player game) 
by giving each of them a formal Gift.

A Gift is comprised of  four cards, one from each suit. These 
cards must add up to more than the sum of  your opponent’s 
highest cards, one from each suit. Only one card from each 
suit may be added for purposes of  comparison. 

If  a Gift is not greater than the sum of  your opponent’s high-
est Cattle cards, then acceptance of  the Gift may be enforced 
by sending Warriors with it as on a raid. These Warriors may 
be opposed in the usual way. At least one Warrior must go 
unblocked for a comhaiceass to be enforced. 

If  any bid for Céilsine fails, your opponent keeps the comhai-
ceass that you sent them. 

Order of PLay
At the start of  each season, all players add 
up their two highest cards from each suit. 
The player with the highest sum is the 
wealthiest player. In any given season, play 
proceeds from wealthiest to least wealthy and 
not necessarily in a circle. 
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